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Living organisms are able to predict some future events particular catastrophic incidents. This is adaptive
characters producing by evolution. The more energy produces incident the more possibility to predict one. Wild
animals escaped natural hazards including tsunami (e.g. extremal tsunami in Asia December 2004). Living
animals are able to predict strong phenomena of obscure nature. For example majority of animals escaped Tungus
catastrophe taking place in Siberia at 1908. Wild animals are able to predict nuclear weapon experiences. The
obscure characters are not typical for human, but they are fixed under probability 15%. Such were summarized by
L.Vasiliev (1961). Effective theory describing such a characters is absent till now. N.Kozyrev (1991) suggested
existence of unknown physical field (but gravitation and electro magnetic). The field was named “time” or
“chrono”. Some characters of the field appeared to be object of physical experiment. Kozyrev suggested specific
role of the field for function of living organisms. Transition of biological information throw space (telepathy)
and time (proscopy) may be based on characters of such a field. Hence physical chrono-and-information field is
under consideration. Animals are more familiar with such a field than human. Evolutionary process experienced
with possibility of extremal development of contact with such a field using highest primates. This mode of
evolution appeared to stay obscure producing probable species “Wildman” (Bigfoot). Specific adaptive fitches
suggest impossibility to study of such a species by usual ecological approaches. The perspective way for study of
mysterious phenomena of physic is researches of this field characters.

